Absaroka-Beartooth Wilderness
Date
Location

Time
August 11-17, 2013
Weather
The Beaten Path – AbsarokaCloudy for the most part
Beartooth Wilderness, MT
Fish Species Brook & Cutthroat Trout
Size Range Small/medium; a few to 16”
Fish Caught Endless Brook and Cutthroat Trout
Flies Used
Elk Hair Caddis, Adams, Hopper
Techniques Dry fly
Comments
The high-country scenery and experience was a favorite.

The Absaroka-Beartooth Wilderness is one of the most beautiful locations I’ve fished. It
is just north of Yellowstone National Park on the Montana/Wyoming border. We hiked a
trail called “The Beaten Path”, a 30 mile long trans-wilderness hike that boasts some of
the best areas the wilderness has to offer.

Billy Lake on the way to Cairn Lake

Itinerary

(R = Rainbow, C = Cutthroat, B = Brook)

Sunday, 11: Drive to Cooke City through Yellowstone National Park and camp near
Cooke City.
Monday, 12: Drive to East Rosebud trailhead 6,200’ via Beartooth Scenic Byway. Drop
off a vehicle at Clarks Fork trailhead. It’s 2½ hrs from Cooke City to Alpine (East
Rosebud TH).
Camp at Rainbow Lake 7,670’ - Mile 7 Elk B; Rimrock R; Rainbow R
Tuesday, 13: Camp at Dewey Lake 9,340’ – Mile 14 (7m) – Lake at Falls C; Big Park C;
Duggan C; Twin Outlets C; Dewey C
Wednesday, 14: Dewey Lake 9,340’ - Side trip to Cairn Lake (5m daypack) B, 10, 186’
Thursday, 15: Camp at Bald Knob Lake 9,420’– Mile 18.4 (4.4m)
Fossil C 9,900’; Skull B; Bald Knob B; Ouzel B, Lake of the Clouds C
Friday, 16: Clarks Fork trailhead 8,000’ Mile 26 (7.6m)
Russel B; Kersey B, C. Drive to Bozeman.
Saturday, 17: Drive home via Red Rock Lakes National Wildlife Refuge and Craters of
the Moon National Park.
The crew at Beartooth Pass (Robert, Shaun, Braden, Jason, Rick)

We started the trip by Robert (friend) and I meeting Rick (brother), Braden (nephew) and
Shaun (friend) in Idaho Falls at noon. We needed two vehicles for the trans-wilderness
hike so it worked out well. We traveled through Yellowstone National Park and stopped
at Norris Geyser Basin, Inspiration Point, and a stop in the Lamar Valley to try to spot a
Grizzly that had just been seen. We missed on the Grizzly but saw Elk, Bison, Bighorn
Sheep and Mountain Goat while at the park.

Norris Geyser Basin in Yellowstone National Park

Our plan was to camp in one of the four campgrounds near Cooke City. After eating
Buffalo Burgers in town we found that there was no tent camping in any of the
campgrounds. They were closed to tent camping due to a lady being drug from her tent
by a Grizzly a few years prior. We went back to town but no hotels were available. We
ended up camping on a side road above a gravel pit near the campgrounds. It was tricky
getting to sleep with the thought of why the campgrounds were closed. After a long, cold
night we saw three Bull Moose near the gravel pit on our way back to the highway.
After dropping a vehicle off at the Clark Fork Trailhead we proceeded across one of
America’s most scenic drives – the Beartooth Scenic Highway. It climbs up to Beartooth
Pass at nearly 11,000 feet and drops down into Red Lodge, MT. It crosses alpine tundra
with views of several alpine lakes and as far as the eye can see. The scenic drive is a
destination in itself.

Cooke City stop

Views from the Beartooth Scenic Highway

East Rosebud Creek near the wilderness boundary

After buying our license and getting a tasty cheeseburger at the Red Lodge Café we were
on our way to the East Rosebud Trailhead at Alpine to begin our journey. There is some
beautiful scenery in Big Sky country.
It was tempting to fish the creek as we started on our journey but we decided to get to our
destination to avoid setting up camp in the dark. The scenery was beautiful as we made
our way through the towering jagged cliffs that defined the canyon.

Elk Lake

The first lake we came to was Elk Lake which supposedly harbors Rainbow Trout. The
scenery got better and better as we made our way up the canyon. There was a constant
sound of rushing water as the river cascaded down rocks in many places.
We eventually climbed and were ready for a break at Rimrock Lake. The turquois water
was a sight to behold. I couldn’t believe how beautiful the hike was on day one. All the
hype about the scenery that I had read was on day two. It was hard to imagine that the
scenery would keep getting better.

Making our way up the canyon

Rimrock Lake

We eventually made our way to Rainbow Lake where we found a nice place to camp on
the southwest side of the lake. The fishing was disappointing. They were very small fish
so I didn’t bother fishing. That is hard to imagine in such a very large lake.
We hung our food from the bears, pumped some fresh water and I built a fire to cook the
fish to no fruition.

Approaching Rainbow Lake

Day 3
We broke camp early the next morning to get a good start on the day. It was warmer than
it was in Cooke City which was a nice surprise. After a good hike we came to Lake at
Falls where we stopped for some great fishing for Cutthroat Trout. Braden caught his first
fish on a fly rod and everyone landed fish.
It’s always fun introducing someone new to fly fishing. It can be frustrating at first to
learn fly fishing but with a few critical tips and a little practice it doesn’t take long to do
some simple casting. It was fun seeing the excitement Braden had to cast to a fish he
could see, watch the fish swim to his fly, open its mouth, dart off after feeling the sting of
the hook, and then watching Braden play the fish. It makes for some great outdoor
memories.

Braden with his first fish on the fly

Looking back at Rainbow Lake

Robert landing a Cutthroat at Lake at Falls

Robert landing a Cutthroat at Lake at Falls

After catching several Cutthroat we forged on anticipating what would be around the next
corner. We continued past Big Park Lake which wasn’t much more than a pond but held
a few small fish. We stopped for a rest at the bridge over Granite Creek. Much to our
surprise, Shaun took the opportunity to fish the creek and hollered “fish on”. Rick helped
him land it and held up a really nice Cutthroat. I was shocked it came out of that small
stream. That was a nice surprise.
Further up the trail we came to Duggan Lake and one of the gems of the Beaten Path –
Impasses Falls. We ate lunch and spent a few hours enjoying the scenery and fishing
under the falls.

Duggan Lake and Impasse Falls

The waterfall was very refreshing as it sprayed and cooled us down. We caught several
Cutthroat from the frothy pool. I counted 7 or 8 American Dippers as they hopped from
rock to rock and dove into the pool looking for insects. I’m sure the falls churned up a lot
of food and oxygen because the fish and birds sure seemed to like it. It seemed to attract
everything around.
We all caught several nice fish with Shaun catching a nice 16 incher. It was hard to leave
this spot but we still had many adventures and fish stories that lie ahead.

Fishing under Impasse Falls

As we left Impasse Falls we noticed the sky darkening. The overcast skies that we had
enjoyed all day now started to hint that something was coming. I could tell a storm was
brewing. By the time we approached Twin Outlets Lake the lightening was dancing while
we travelled in and out of tree stands. It never got to threatening nor rained much. It
cooled the temperatures and made for a nice evening at Dewey Lake.
There were several camped at the lake just like at Rainbow but there was enough room to
feel a little bit of solitude. We had a nice remote campsite on the opposite side of the lake
where most were camped. There are no camp fires allowed between Impasse Falls and
Fossil Lake due to the pristine qualities and high use of the area. We enjoyed sitting by
the lake enjoying the beautiful panorama and telling stories of our different outdoor
adventures. We witnessed an Osprey plunge into the lake from high above and fly off
with a Trout. It fueled the feeling of the great outdoors that we were enjoying.

Looking down on Twin Outlet Lakes and Dewey Lake

Twin Outlet Lakes (above)

Dewey Lake (below)

